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Creature Foam
Description:
Your basic batch of foam consists of:
Latex Base
Foaming Agent
Curing Agent

Mix Ratios:
Latex Base 1:5 Foaming Agent
Latex Base 1:10 Curing Agent

A potential batch mix could therefore be:
- 150 g of latex base 
- 30 g of foaming agent (20% in weight of the amount of latex base) 
- 15 g of curing agent (10% in weight of the amount of latex base)

The amount of gelling agent you add at the end of the process, minus prior to injecting or 
brushing-in, depends on the temperature of the room you run your foam, the humidity in the 
air, and the time you refine your foam for. Usually, it's about 5 to 10% in weight of latex base. 
It could be more, it could be less, depending how comfortable you feel about the working 
time you have to inject, brush or pour the foam latex in your mould.

Your own batch could be a multiple of the basic one, but the ratio for the foaming and curing 
agent will always remain the same: respectively 20 and 10%. It's where the notion of taking 
notes is very important. On a sheet of paper, you need to write down the following:

- Date
- Name of project
- Temperature
- Humidity in the air
- Colour of the foam (if pigmented, the amount of pigments, and which one)
- Type of mixer you use

You need to list the amount of latex base you use, then the amount of foaming agent, 
followed by the amount of curing agent, and gelling agent. Then you need to write the 
running time: At first, you need to raise the volume of the foam, by whisking it at maximum 
speed for a few minutes. The smaller the batch, the faster the foam is going to rise (a 300g 
batch - meaning 300g of latex base + foaming and curing agent- would require between 
2.30 and 3.45 minutes to rise to a prosthetic type of foam, light and fluffy) Then come the 
refining time: turning the mixer down to its minimum speed, for several minutes, allows the 
whisk to break down big bubbles (created by the high speed whisking) to smaller and more 
refined bubbles.
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When the foam looks smooth, like shaving foam, it is time to add the gelling agent; Over 30 
seconds you distribute the gelling agent in the mix, avoiding the centre of the whisk (where 
the foam is not as well whisked as anywhere else in the bowl. After the 30 seconds, you need 
to let the mixer run for another 1.30 minutes to make sure the gelling agent and the foam are 
thoroughly mixed. From then on, you have a working time window of between 2 and 20 
minutes. If it takes longer to gel, on you next run you need to add more gel; if it gels really 
quickly, you need to cut down the amount of gel, or reduce the refining time a little. Wait for 
the foam to gel completely (on you bowl, on the whisk, on your working table) before you put 
your mould in the oven. 

A plaster mould requires a longer time to bake the foam out than a fibreglass mould for 
example. At 85°celsius, the heat needs about 1 hour per centimetre of thickness of the mould 
to reach the foam. The thicker the foam, the longer it takes to bake it out too. A plaster mould 
could be in the oven for 6 or 7 hours or more depending of its thickness, etc. And after baking 
out, the plaster needs to cool down before it can be removed from the oven. Or it will crack. 
Turn the oven off, and let it cool down, which could be another hour. A fibreglass mould is 
quicker to warm up; the heat travels through it way faster, and doesn't need to be cooled 
down before you take it out of the oven.

Demould:
De-mould the foam carefully by lifting it slowly of the mould or core, and using a brush and 
talc powder. Take care of the edges with a fair amount of talcing powder, not letting the 
very thin foam to curl back on itself. Take your time. Next, wash the foam in a couple of baths 
of soapy warm water, until you get rid of the residual chemicals. Give it a good rinse, and 
depending on the size of your piece, press it between some tissue paper, and clean towels. 
Let it dry in the open, after placing the piece of foam flat on a piece of tissue or, even better 
on the core (or a copy of it) that was used to foam the piece. Once dry, the piece is ready 
to apply.

Safety:
You should always run foam in a well ventilated area, or have some sort of air extraction. At 
least, wear a proper respiratory mask with cartridge, and working clothes, disposable gloves, 
even goggles to avoid projections. If any of the components comes in contact with your eyes, 
wash it thoroughly and consult your GP, with the name of the products you've been using.

Disclaimer: The information in this bulletin and otherwise provided by Mouldlife is considered 
accurate. However, no warranty is expressed or implied regarding the accuracy of the data,
the results to be obtained by the use thereof, or that any such use will not infringe any patent. 
Before using, the user shall determine the suitability of the product for the intended use and 
user assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in connection therewith.
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